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ABSTRACT 

Large electronic switching systems have posed new 
challenges to organizations charged with devising 
an~ implementing traffic engineering methods. In 
th~s paper we describe how the Bell System has 
met th7se chal~enge~ in No. 1 and lA ESS through 
mechan~zed eng~neer~ng methods. Feature-oriented 
procedures for engineering memory and service 
circuits are described. Processor capacity esti
mation is discussed, and a digest of the switch
ing network engineering procedure is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Organizations responsible for developing traffic 
engineering methods for telephone switching 
systems are confronted by two basic areas of con
cern. The first is the selection or determina
tion of algorithms and models that apply appro
priate traffic theories to the central office 
provisioning process. The second area of concern 
is the timely updating of documentation and com
puter programs to reflect the latest engineering 
algorithms and models. These tools (documents 
and programs) must incorporate the most current 
engineering logic if the provisioning process is 
to remain economical while still meeting grade 
of service criteria. Simply put, to properly 
support the efforts of the traffic engineer in 
sizing the central office, usable engineering 
methods must be made available in a timely fashion 

Large electronic switching systems - specificall~ 
the Bell System's No. 1 and lA ESS considered in 
this paper - have .posed new challenges to organi
zations charged with developing and promulgating 
traffic engineering techniques. No. lA ESS has 
a termination capacity in excess of 100,000 
lines; hereafter we will use the term "No. 1 ESS" 
to refer to both the No. 1 and No. lA systems, 
unless stated otherwise. 

No. 1 ESS is characterized by service require
ments that range from standard residential tele
phones through complex business and private line 
switching arrangements. In addition t6 local 
services, the machines may also perform tandem 
and toll switching functions. Offices are con
tinually and rapidly evolving in response to 
varying customer demands, especially those from 
the highly competitive business services market. 
This switching evolution poses a continuing chal
lenge to the traffic engineer to provide the most 
efficient quantities of equipment in each central 
office. To help the traffic engineer in this 
effort, traffic performance models and engineer
ing methods for central processors and switching 
networks have been constructed. 

This paper is organized as follows. Part 11 de
scribes the method by which incremental equipment 
quantities, especially for service circuits are 
determined as features are added or changed: 
Part III treats memory sizing by means of a 
s~ecial "data base" of memory engineering algo
r~thms, and Part IV describes how timely documen
tation is produced. Part V covers the main con
sid~rations in central processor capacity esti
matlon, and Part VI describes the most important 
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ste~s in switching network engineering. A com
pan~on paper at ITC 9 by L. J. Forys discusses 
how traffic variability is analyzed for No. 1 ESS 
processor studies. 

11. FEATURE ENGINEERING 

Until recently, central office provisioning in the 
Bell System was approached on a component basis. 
That is, the engineer first aggregated the ex
pected call volumes and loads of the various ser
vices to be provided by the central office and 
t~en used these totals to calculate the quanti
t~es of eac~ compo~ent making up the switching 
system. Th~s suff~ced when the number of avail
able features was small and their rate of intro
duction was relatively slow, but it does not work 
well in today's environment. 

To provide a more flexible and usable means of 
accommodating new features, the method of feature 
engineering has been developed. Using this method, 
the traffic engineer first sizes the office with
out the feature or features that are to be added. 
He the~ incrementally adds the new feature(s) by 
compar~ng the spare capacity (if any) of all com
ponents with the additional loads predicted for 
the feature(s). Quantities are increased for 
those items lacking sufficient capacity. An ex
ample of this process would be the introduction 
of a feature requiring additional transmitter 
usage. Rather than calculate the quantity of 
transmitters by first averaging this additional 
load with that required for services existing in 
the office, an engineer (or program) first deter
mines the transmitter group size by assuming only 
the projected usage generated by the office's 
existing features. 

If the resulting quantity of transmitters lacks 
sufficient spare capacity to satisfy the load im
posed by the new feature, additional transmitters 
are provided. Feature engineering has several 
advantages as compared to component engineering: 

1) Since the incremental load or resources 
required by a new feature are often small, 
spare capacity resulting from breakage will 
often be sufficient even though the ad
ditional load or resources required are not 
precisely known. This is especially useful 
for engineering newly introduced features 
whose requirements have not been well 
established. 

2) With the incremental feature requirements 
kept separate, variations in central office 
component quantities due to fluctustions in 
the individual feature or overall office 
forecasts can be calculated independently. 
When feature loads are included at the 
beginning of component determination, it 
is difficult to quantify the effect on 
components of a change in either the 
office or feature forecast. 

3) With the focus on feature requirements 
rather than component engineering, it is 
more likely that all aspects of a feature's 
impact on office sizing will be reviewed. 
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4) Finally, feature engineering results in the 
determination of the amount of each office 
resource required to add a feature. With 
this capability, the central office can be 
viewed as an inventory system having a fixed 
amount of resources that must be shared among 
the various services provided. Not only can 
the cost of adding a feature be identified, 
but the capacity of the office for the 
feature can be specified based on the most 
limiting resource. In additi on, the traffic 
engineer can determine the point at which 
significant (expensive) components must be 
added to increase the feature capacity. This 
information can be used in determining 
tariffs and in selecting appropriate market
ing strategies for features based on central 
office economics. 

Ill. MEMORY ENGINEERING DATA BASE 

The Bell System has developed computerized aids 
for central office engineering of nearly all 
switching machine types. These computerized 
engineering tools are collectively referred to 
as the Central Office Equipment Engineering 
System - COEES. The COEES system for No. 1 ESS 
is the primary planning and ordering vehicle. It 
is composed of various modules which use traffic 
and terminal forecasts to calculate component 
quantities. These forecast inputs consist of 
numbers of lines, stations, and trunks along with 
their traffic attributes (usage, calls, etc.), 
classes of service (l-party, centrex, etc.), and 
features (TOUCH-TONE®, call waiting, etc.). As 
new features are introduced, their engineering 
requirements must be included in COEES programs 
and COEES documentation. 

The rate of feature introduction to No. 1 ESS has 
been accelerating. Figure 1, which shows the 
evolution of the size of a No. 1 ESS generic pro
gram, indicates a nearly exponential growth in the 
program size with time. This growth is primarily 
the result of new features. Keeping both engi
neering documents and COEES current with this 
flood of new features is a formidable task. 
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One o f the most volatile areas of No. 1 ESS engi
neering is memory. Memory engineering consists of 
not only the determination of total size require
ments but also the allocation of blocks of memory 
for specific functions such as message detail re
cording, digit collection and traffic measurements. 
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This sizing and allocation process uses more than 
1,000 different algorithms, many of which may be 
modified or added to as features are added. The 
resulting effort to keep engineering current was 
a time consuming manual process. 

To support memory sizing and allocation, a com
plete record of engineering algorithms in the 
form of a computer data base was developed. A 
flow diagram for memory engineering is shown in 
Figure 2. Using internal documents issued by 
feature developers at Bell Laboratories, keyword 
and table organized data sets are populated man
ually with algorithms, explanatory text, and 
commands for a text-formatting computer program. 
Another data set containing No. 1 ESS generic 
program sizes and relationships is obtained 
mechanically from another data base which sup
ports No. 1 ESS program development. These data 
sets reside on an in-house time-sharing computer 
system. To maintain and update them, an editor 
called the Sorting And Consolidating Editor -
SACE - was developed. In add i tion to the oper
ations performed by conventional .editors (such as 
deleting, inserting, copying, or finding lines of 
data), SACE can handle multiple data sets con
currently, perform various types of sorts, and 
provide conditional or unconditional branching. 

TEXT 
FORMATTING 

PROGRAM 

PRE 
PROCESSING 

PROGRAM 

Figure 2: Data Flow Illustrating Parallel Production of 
Memory Engineering Code and Documentation 
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SACE is used to merge the data sets to form a re
vised engineering data base for a new system 
generic program. For one version of the data 
base, SACE adds cross references. This version is 
then run through a text-formatting program to 
produce a document. For the second version, SACE 
removes the text and text formatting commands 
from the data base, leaving only algorithms and 
tables of data. This alternate version is con
verted to FORTRAN compilable code by a preprocess
ing program and incorporated into COEES. 

One of the major advantages of this system, in 
addition to its quick update capability, is the 
parallel production of the engineering code and 
its associated documentation. This ' results in a 
high degree of agreement between the mechanized 
tool (COEES) and the manual tool (the document). 
This agreement makes it easier for the traffic 
engineer to check results generated by COEES. 

IV. FEATURE ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION DATA BASE 

Another aspect of the continuing emphasis on 
feature development in No. 1 and lA ESS is the 
increasing market for these features. The number 
of No. lESS entities in service has grown 
rapidly; currently, there are apprQximately 1,200 
of these ESS offices. The expense of developing 
new features is justified by projected cost 
savings or revenue potentials. To realize these 
benefits while serving customers well, it is 
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generally desirable to introduce a new feature to 
a significant fraction of existing offices within 
a short time. In the case of No. 1 ESS this means 
that a feature may be incorporated into hundreds 
of offices within two years or less. To achieve 
this economically, engineering tools must be up
dated quickly. 

As mentioned in Part Ill, a method has been de
veloped to speed the updating of memory engineer
ing within COEES. Even with this enhancement, 
the time expended for cOding of engineering algo
rithms for new hardware, combined with lengthy 
trial and debugging intervals, prevent COEES from 
being ready until after feature development is 
complete and the feature has been released to the 
field. This is often too late for those offices 
installing a feature within one year of its first 
availability, because they must have engineering 
information at least one year before the feature 
is placed in service to allow for manufacturing, 
installation, and testing of equipment. This 
means that documentation must be made available 
to traffic engineers to permit the manual ad
dition to No. 1 and lA ESS of features not yet 
supported in COEES. 

Conventional documentation techniques have several 
inherent deficiencies - lengthy distribution 
intervals and a lack of maintainability. This 
severely limits the usefulness of conventional 
documents issued to support the application of 
new features to initial offices. To overcome the 
restrictions imposed on both COEES and existing 
documentation techniques, a data base containing 
feature engineering documentation was developed 
which provides timely engineering information for 
a large number of initial applications. The con
struction and u~o of this documentation data base 
is as follows. 

When sufficient engineering information becomes 
available on a new feature, a document is pre
pared. An existing text editor is used to popu
late and later update it on a time-shared com
puter. Each document has a standard format and 
is stored as a separate file within a data base. 
After a document has been approved for release, 
its file is transferred via a data link to the 
same time-shared computer that supports COEES. 
Thus, users having access to COEES can also re
trieve the documents via a remote terminal. The 
documents detail the addition of a feature to an 
office by indicating how COEES results can be 
modified manually to include feature requirements. 
Thus, the data base complements the feature engi
neering process discussed in Part II. Although 
this information system is primarily intended for 
the use of the engineers, it is also used by 
organizations involved in the marketing, planning, 
and tariffing of features. 

Since the documents reside on a time-shared com
puter and are retrieved via remote terminals, the 
interval associated with reproduction and distri
bution is eliminated. Anyone with access to the 
system can obtain a copy of a document immediately 
after it is released. More importantly, updates 
to documents are also immediately available. This 
allows documents to be issued before feature dev
elopment is complete and while only partial or 
estimated requirements are known. As feature 
development proceeds and more accurate engineer
ing information becomes available, the documen
tation is continuously updated and corrected. To 
obtain the latest information concerning the engi
neering of a feature, a user need only query the 
data base on a regular basis. 

V. PROCESSOR CAPACITY ESTIMATION MODELS 

This is an abbreviated description of processor 
capacity models for No. 1 ESS. For a more 
thorough description of No. 1 and lA ESS processor 
capacity estimation see References l.a,b,c. 

The call processing capacity of an ESS central 
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processor is the maximum number of calls that the 
processor can handle while meeting all service 
criteria. An important factor in processor cap
acity determination is the architecture of the 
stored program that controls the switching syste~ 
Stored program control in No. 1 ESS employs a 
main program which coordinates all work by dis
pensing control to appropriate application pro
grams according to a fixed schedule. The exe
cution of the necessary programs during one pass 
through the schedule is referred to as a main 
program cycle. 

Work functions performed by the No. 1 and lA ESS 
central processors can be divided into four 
classifications: 1) fixed overhead; 2) variable 
overhead; 3) call processing time; and 4) defer
rable work time: 

1) Fixed overhead is the time spent by the 
central processor executing tasks that must 
be performed by all switching systems using 
a given generic program. The amount of time 
spent doing these tasks is independent of 
the traffic carried by the office as well as 
the amount or configuration of equipment 
within the office. Mandatory maintenance 
and administrative functions are examples of 
fixed overhead tasks. 

2) Variable overhead is the tim~ spent doing 
functions which are constant for a particu
lar office but which vary from office to 
office with the same generic program. An 
example of variable overhead is the time 
spent scanning for line originations, which 
varies depending on the quantity of line 
equipment in the office. 

3) Call processing time is the time spent per
forming all the tasks generated by the 
traffic load in the office. An example of 
call processing time is the time spent col
lecting digits; this depends on the level 
of traffic in the office. 

4) Deferrable work time is the time left after 
subtracting fixed overhead, variable over
head, and call processi·ng time from the 
total real time available in the processor. 
Examples include routine maintenance and 
audit tasks which do not have stringent 
timing requirements. 

Figure 3 illustrates how real time is divid~d 
between the four work classifications. With no 
calls in the office fixed overhead, variable 
overhead, and deferrable work take up 100% of 
the available real time. As the traffic load 
increases, call processing work increases and 
the amount of deferrable work that can be done 
decreases in direct proportion to the increase in 
work. This process continues until call pro
cessing consumes all the available real time and 
no deferrable work can be done. At apProximately 
this point service may fall below an objective 
and the processor is said to be at capacity. 

The No. 1 ESS central control programs have two 
priority levels relevant to capacity estimation
base level and interrupt level. Each task per
formed in base level is categorized into one of 
five calsses designated a,b,c,d, and e in the 
order of their execution frequency. Tasks done 
in base level are scheduled cyclically, with the 
relative frequencies of the classes (15, 8, 4, 2 
and 1) as discussed in Reference 1. One program 
cycle is defined as the time from the start of 
one class e work period to the start of the next 
class e work period (sometimes called an E-to-E 
cycle). Every 5 milliseconds, base level is 
interrupted to perform input and output work and 
network relay oeprations. Nearly all other work 
is done in base level. 

As call volume increases, the amount of work per
formed in both interrupt and base level increases, 
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generally in direct proportion to the call volume. 
This increases the time required to complete one 
E-to-E cycle. These relations are also very 
nearly linear, and result in a profile such as 
shown in Figure 4. Heavy call volumes result in 
lowered E-to-E cycle rates and will eventually 
produce service degradation such as dial tone 
delays and receiver attachment delays. The type 
of relation shown in Figure 4 holds whether or 
not the ESS has a signal processor, as discussed 
in Reference la, though the base level cycle time 
per call is shorter in a signal processor office. 
For both types of No. 1 ESS the E-to-E cycle rate 
is the principal measurement for the determination 
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of central control capacity. The simple linear 
relationships shown in Figures 3 and 4 are used 
to predict capacity before an office is placed in 
service (precutover) and after it is in service 
(postcutover) . 

In the postcutover mode, the quantities of E-to-E 
cycles, and originating plus incoming (0+1) call~ 
are measured for each IS-minute interval. Data 
obtained at times when there are few or no calls 
in the system (such as 2:00 to 3:00 a.m.) are 
averaged to determine the maximum E-to-E cycles 
that occur in 15 minutes - point (O,EO) in Figure 
4, a function only of the fixed and variable over
head. Similarly, data collected in heavy traffic 
load periods are averaged to determine the point 
(N,E). A line drawn through these two points is 
then extrapolated to its intersection with the 
line [E-to-E cycle rate = Emin). Emin is the 
minimum E-to-E cycle rate that can be experienced 
while still meeting service criteria. The 0+1 
call rate at this intersection is then multiplied 
by 0.95, an empirically determined adjustment for 
statistical deviations. The resulting value, Ncap ' 

.is the estimate of processor capacity in calls. 

Before E-to-E data is available (i. e., for precut
over capacity estimation), measurements made in a 
system laboratory for the new generic program 
issue are used to determine the fixed overhead 
for an office which is to use the new program. 
Total overhead for each office is calculated by 
multiplying the quantities for each type of equip
ment unit by their respective overhead require
ments and then adding the resulting products to 
the value for fixed overhead. The time left when 
the total overhead is subtracted from (95 % of) the 
rema~ning real time is available for call pro
cesslng. To determine the call capacity of the 
processor, the time required to handle each type 
of call (such as intraoffice) is measured in the 
laboratory. The traffic engineer then predicts 
the quantity of each type of call (traffic mix) 
for the office. From these values, the average 
real time used per call can be determined. The 
call capacity estimate is obtained by dividing 
the real time available for call processing by 
the average real time per call. 

Many experiments have shown that the linear 
function for capacity estimation works well, as 
long as the base level cycle time per call does 
not increase much with increasing call volume. 
This is insured by engineering the service cir
cuits and other components so as to have only 
minimal queueing or induced reattempts at high 
load. 

VI.l The No. lESS Switching Network 

References 2 and 3 provide a fairly complete de
scription of the network and the traffic studies 
that accompanied early design work. We will 
summarize here only what is necessary for a dis
cussion of the traffic engineering methods. The 
network engineering program was the first in COEES. 

The network consists of two module types, called 
Line Link Networks (LLNs) and Trunk Link Networks 
(TLNs). The LLN has four stages of switching; the 
first two stages are the line concentrator, and 
the last two stages as well as all four stages of 
the TLN are 8 x 8 switches. The switch fabric is 
ferreed or remreed crosspoints. Each basic con
nection type (line to line, line to trunk, trunk 
to trunk) is made through eight switching stages. 
Figure 5 shows LLNs and TLNs, with links (junctor~ 
interconnecting them terminating on a junctor 
grouping frame (JGF). Junctors interconnecting 
LLNs are also wired to circuits for line super
vision. 

For system economy at any expected line usag~ the 
line concentrator is available in a heavy (H) 
usage and a regular (R) usage design, with 
(originally) overall concentration ratios varying 
from 2:1 to 8:1, five ratios for each design. The 
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ratios are increased over the base ratio for each 
design by slipped multiples - gradings - on the 
output links (B links) of the concentrators. The 
same grading patterns are used on the B links of 
TLNs to achieve variable trunk-to-junctor ratios 
of 1:1 to 2:1 in five steps. When the remreed 
switch was standardized, its smaller size and com
pact packaging caused a reduction in the number of 
standard ratios: to 2:1H, 3:1H, 4:1R and 6:1R for 
LLNs; and 1:1 and 3:2 for TLNs. 

As discussed in Reference 2, the LLN average busy 
season design occupancy was selected to coincide 
with the point where the most frequently used line 
concentrator and ratio (4:1R) would give accept
able service: 40% occupancy and about 0.4% con
centrator blocking. At these levels it was found 
that 4 subgroups of 16 junctors each, connecting 
all LLNs with one another, would permit acceptable 
line to line (L-L) blocking. This meant that an 
office with 8 or fewer LLNs (and 5 or 6 TLNs, at a 
nominal 50% occupancy) and ~50% intraoffice trafBC 
could just meet service objectives. Larger offices 
would have required a reduction in occupancy (de
loading) to meet service objectives. This limi
tation was overcome by introducing the concept of 
overflow link operation (analogous to e.n:tJta-i..de 
Switching, Reference 4) for intraoffice calls. 

The switching principle is simple. Intraoffice 
(lOA) junctors are engineered as multiple high
usage groups, their number adjusted to an economic 
break-even point, as in trunk alternate routing. 
The alternate route for IAO traffic is "double 
switching", through IAO trunk circuits on the TLNs, 
as shown in Figure 6. In a typical configuration 
about 80% of IAO traffic will be switched direct, 
through 8 LLN stages, and 20% routed through 8 LLN 
and 8 TLN stages. This means that the average 
number of switching stages for IAO calls is 
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increased from 8 to 9.6, while IN and OUT calls 
are still switched through 8 stages. The maximum 
size achievable is usually [16 LLNs, 15 TLNs) with 
the average number of switching stages per call 
going from 8 to 8.5 or 9, at most. As concluded 
in Reference 5, the ideal way of growing a link 
system is gen~rally to increase the number of 
stages. Though an actual increase is rarely 
practicable, an effective increase is achieved in 
No. 1 ESS by overflow link operation. 

Even with overflow links for IAO traffic, a maxi
mum size No. 1 ESS will sometimes be limited by 
the blocking~riteria for incoming calls. De
loading of TLNs is then a viable alternative, and 
this can be done gradually as the system ap
proaches capacity. It is unusual for a No. 1 ESS 
network to require TLN de loading of more than 10% 
(from .50 to .45 occupancy), because central pro-
cessor capacity is reached and no further network 
growth is feasible. This statement is also true 
of a No. lA ESS using the double-size (2048 
terminal) TLN, where both the processor and the 
network configuration have higher capacity. In 
No. 1 ESS the 2048-terminal TLN is sometimes used 
to postpone the need for deloading. 

The network engineering procedure is concerned 
with provision of the following. 

(1) LLNs and their concentrator type and ratio 
(2) IAO (L-L) junctors and IAO trunks 
(3) TLNs and their trunk-to-junctor ratio 
(4) Line to trunk (L-T) junctors 
(5) Trunk to trunk (T-T) junctors 

The procedure varies somewhat for growth jobs 
(additions) as opposed to new starts or replace
ments. We will describe the most important parts 
of the new start/replacement method; this should 
serve to highlight the procedure, which is docu
mented more thoroughly in the references. 

VI.2 LLNs., Concentrator Type and Ratio 

The first step in LLN engineering is to estimate 
the average expected busy season (time consistent 
office busy hour average) traffic usage per line 
terminal, for the end ' of the first engineering 
period. Generally the data for this estimate wilJ 
be from existing Crossbar or Step-by-Step (SXS) 
exchange(s) to be replaced by the ESS. Typically 
the traffic engineering order for a major replace
ment must be completed two years in advance of 
cutover, and the first engineering interval (that 
is, the time from cutover until the first relief 
job) will be another two years. This means that 
both the main station (MS) quantity and the load 
expressed' in CCS/MS must be forecast about four 
years ahead. Any of several different forecasting 
tools may be employed to project the MS count, and 
methods such as those discussed in Reference 6 are 
being applied to the forecasting of CCS/MS. 

The traffic load that is projected must be adjusted 
further to account for several important effects. 
In electromechanical systems, the load that is or 
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could be measured on lines is the same load 
measured in the network, or very nearly so. This 
is not true in No. I ESS, because there are dif
ferences in the way calls are processed in the 
older machines vs. No. I ESS. For example, in 
crossbar systems the ringing connection to a 
called line is from a circuit that is part of 
what will eventually become the talking path. 
When line usage is measured it includes ringing 
usage. In ESS power ringing and audible ringing 
are supplied from separate service circuits on 
TLNs, so that a separateL-T connection is needed 
for each. While ringing is in progress on an IAO 
call, an L-L connection for talking is establishro 
and held busy in memory as a "reserved" path, so 
that it can be cut through as soon as an answer 
occurs. In effect the ESS uses twice the LLN 
usage, during ringing, that a crossbar office 
would use. This is economically justified be
cause the common pool of ringers costs much less 
than would provision of ringing through every in
coming trunk and IAO junctor. But the extra 
usage, which cannot be measured at the line, must 
be accounted for in deriving the effective CCS/MS 
on LLNs. There are other adjustments that add 
small amounts to the LLN effective load, and the 
total of these "reserved path" allowances may in
crease LLN CCS/MS about 5 %, compared to what would 
be measured at line terminals or within a cross
bar network. 

There is one significant load adjustment that 
causes CCS/MS seen in an ESS to be less than that 
in a crossbar or SXS office. This is the result 
of ESS's capability for improved treatment of so
called Permanent Signal (PS) calls. A PS call is 
an off-hook originating line condition with an 
inadequate number of digits (or no digits) dialed, 
so that completion of a call is not possible. 
These "calls" are sometimes inadvertent or not 
customer-related, caused by failure to place an 
extension phone on-hook or by loop or cable 
problems. But often they are intentional: the 
subscriber is saying "Do not disturb" or "I want 
my line to look busy, in case a burglar calls to 
see if I'm home". In high crime areas as much as 
25% of total line usage in the qusy period can be 
caused by PS traffic. Although the "attempt" 
volume may be small, the holding time of a PS 
"call" may persist for days or even weeks, unless 
there is manual intervention to interrupt it. In 
crossbar or SXS, a PS is connected through all or 
part of the switching train, so that its total 
usage is counted in the originating CCS/MS and 
loads the originating stages. In ESS a PS is 
handled initially the same as in crossbar. But 
after a brief period of attempting to alert the 
subscriber, the system disconnects the line from 
the LLN and places it in a "high and wet" state. 
This means that the line is scanned at a much 
slower rate than other lines, and the scan is for 
on-hook; so when the customer hangs up he is 
returned to normal service. Only a very small 
fraction of the normallY .expected PS traffic 
actually is seen by ESS LLNs. This means that a 
large adjustment (downward) in CCS/MS may be 
needed when a SXS or crossbar office is replaced 
by ESS. . 

Once the Adjusted CCS/MS has been computed (for 
the end of the engineering period) the chart 
shown in Figure 7 is used to determine the proper 
concentrator type and ratio. The derivation of 
Figure 7 is straightforward. T~e horizontal lines 
represent line terminal limited systems. The 
breakpoint for each of the four functions is at 
the CCS capacity of the concentrator, and at 
higher CCS/MS the cost per line increases in
versely in proportion to the number of lines that 
can be equipped, to meet the capacity of the con
centrator. At any given CCS/MS or CCS/line 
(almost interchangeable, because 2-party and 
m~lti-party lines are negligible in many areas), 
the concentrator and ratio are chosen by spotting 
the minimum cost point in Figure 7. Once the 
concentrator and ratio are known, it is easy to 
compute the number of concentrators (LLNs and 
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fractional LLNs) needed for the first installation. 
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CHART FOR CHOOSING CONCENTRATOR TYPE AND RATIO 

The procedure just described is simple, but in 
practice it raises many questions. What if the 
relative prices of the concentrators change? How 
much does it cost to correct a mistake (change 
concentrator type or ratio) if the wrong choice 
is made? It is feasible to operate with two dif
ferent ratios in the same office, either with or 
without enough data to make selective line assign
ments? A study is in progress to try to answer 
these questions with a simple algorithm that will 
permit an Operating Telephone Company (OTC) traffic 
engineer to make the right choice - at least with
in the limits of his ability to forecast line 
usage. In the interim we have advised the OTCs 
to select a concentration ratio that meets short
term needs, since the cost of changing a ratio 
(within a concentrator type) is not very high. 
Also, an ESS program revision has been completed 
that permits a mixture of the two concentrator 
types (H and R) in the same office, in case the 
wrong type was selected initially because of in
complete data or forecast errors. 

VI.3 Engineering L-L Junctors and IAO Trunks 

With the LLNs and concentrators determined, the 
OTC engineer must next select the economical 
number of IAO junctors in relation to IAO trunks. 
Standard alternate routing theory does not quite 
apply here, because there is a high mismatch 
probability to an individual lAO junctor , whereas 
the mismatch probability to an IAO trunk is low 
under average busy season load conditions. Figure 
8 shows a family of curves used to select the pro
per L-L junctor group size between different LLNs. 
Similar sets of curves dictate the group sizes 
reverting on LLNs and between fractional and full 
LLNs. An analytical formula derived from NEASIM 
(Reference 7) results and cost considerations then 
determines the size of the IAO trunk group. There 
have been extensive studies of the overload char
acteristics of the L-L junctor and IAO trunk com
plex, to verify that the use of Figure 8 and the 
associated IAO trunk algorithm are reasonable. 

VI.4 Engineering Trunk Link Networks 

The TLN engineering problem is analogous to the 
LLN problem, in that the proper trunk-to-junctor 
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ECONOMICS OF OVERFLOW LINK OPERATION 

ratio must be chosen based on a chart like Fig
ure 7. Expected trunk group loads in the office 
busy hour, various service circuit loads, and the 
computed IAO trunk loads must be averaged for use 
in the ratio selection function. But there is 
one important difference. If the office is going 
to switch an appreciable amount of tandem or toll 
traffic, the TLNs are engineered based on ten
high-day aver~ge traffic, as opposed to averaqe 
busy season traffic. Generally in the Bell -
System, this means a load level about 9% to 10% 
higher than the average for the ~65 busy season 
days. . 

IV.5 Engineering L-T and T-T Junctors 

The last quantities to be determined are the sizes 
of L-T and T-T junctor groups interconnecting LLNs 
to TLNs with one another. These are wire junctors 
(no circuitry) and are low cost compared to the 
L-L circuit junctors. However, they must be pro
vided to meet objective blocking criteria, and 
especially for the L-T junctors this can cause a 
limitation in office size. The standard in the 
Bell System for many years has been 2% Incoming 
Matching Loss (IML), and this is essentially the 
T-L (or L-T) requirement for No. IlIA ESS, for 
the average of the busy season busy hours. 

A sample of the '~itting functions" used to derive 
L-T and T-T blocking probabilities is given in 
Reference 8. Inverse relations obtained from 
these are the capacity functions. Where neces
sary, mixed junctor group sizes are . used to per
mit very large office sizes (up to ~28 LLNs). 
Here a double size TLN is appropriate, especially 
for lA ESS. 

Again, if there is a high volume of tandem or toll 
traffic, the TLNs are engineered for expected 10 
HD traffic. Engineering of L-T junctors is then 
a special problem handled with additional COEES 
inputs. 

VI.6 Iterations in Engineering 

From the foregoing discussion it is implied that 
the engineering algorithms will not always work at 
first try. When the termination capacity (on the 
junctor side} of LLNs or TLNs is exceeded, it is 
necessary to follow one of several procedures. 
The most economical choice is generally to deload 
the TLNs, when TLN junctor capacity is exceeded, 
with consequent reduced occupancy of the internal 
links, until the designated (by formula) L-T and 
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T-T group sizes admit the appropriate blocking. 
If LLN junctor terminal capacity is exceeded, the 
L-L group sizes may be changed, with a similar 
effect. In general, for office sizes up to about 
28 LLNs, it is always possible to engineer an 
LLN/TLN combination with no LLN deloading and only 
moderate TLN deloading. 

VI.7 On the Use of NEASIM Results 

Reference 8 documents some field (OTC) results on 
L-L blocking compared with NEASIM estimates. We 
have obtained limited L-T (or T-L) results 
confirming that NEASIM results are reasonable here 
too. Comparisons with full scale simulation 
results that are much more complete than those in 
Reference 2 have also been made recently by D. G. 
Dempsey at BTL, again with good aareement. We do 
not consider NEASIM the appropriate tool for 
analvzinq all oossible link svstems, but for the 
very complex 8-stage, small switch space division 
l/lA and 2ESS networks it has proved to be a 
singularly valuable tool. 

Properly used, with "dependencing" and "sure 
idling" adjustments, NEASIM is an emulation of 
the conditional probability approach, or in other 
words, the "Method of Multiplication and Summation 
of Probabilities" (Reference 9). No. l/lA ESS and 
No. 2 ESS are probably the last large-scale space 
division networks for which NEASIM is an appro
priate analysis tool. No. 3 ESS is a much simpler 
structure, and we've studied it both by analysis 
and full scale simulation (References 10, 11). 
This holds also for No. 4 ESS (Reference 12). 

Many ITC ~elegates have questioned our use of 
NEASIM since it was documented in 1964. We empha
size that NEASIM is not used for all possible 
networks. But it has served well for the specific 
problems we had to solve ~n planning and engineer
ing of No. 1 and No. 2 ESS, and for other special 
applications of ESS. 
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ERRATA 

P. 1, Col. 1, last paragraph, line 2: 
"Part 11 describes the method by which incre
mental equi.pm.ent loads ( ... lOrds of memory, 
processor real time, service circuit usage, 
etc.) are determined ... " 

P. 1, Col. 2, 3rd paragraph, line 3: 
" . has been developed. Feature engineering 
is designed to support those offices involved in 
early applications prior to the assimilation of 
a feature into computerized engineering programs. 
Component engineering remains the recommended 
method for office engineering once the computer 
aids have been updated. Using feature engineer
ing, the traffic engineer first sizes . . . " 
(line 6). "The engineer then adds the new 
feature(s) 

P. 2, Col. 1, line 1: 
"Finally, feature engineering results in a pre
service estimate of the am.ount . . . " 

P. 2, Col. 1, line 8: 
" cost of adding a feature be approximated, 
but. 

P. 3, Col. 1, line 5: 
. within two years or less of release of 

the feature." 

P. 3, Col. 1, 2nd paragraph, line 6: 
. and debugging intervals, can prevent 

COEES from being ready until about the time 
feature development is complete. This is often 
too late • 

P. 3, Col. 1, 3rd paragraph, last 3 lines: 
" . of initial applications. This system is 
designed to augment, not replace COEES and 
standard documentation. The construction and 
use ... " 
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P. 3, Col. 1, last line of Part IV: 
" ... on a regular basis. When standard 
documents become available, the corresponding 
data base documents are deleted." 
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